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Leap years

Leap years are every four years, right?

2016, 2020, 2024, 2028, . . . , . . .

Leap years are every four years, except if the year is
divisible by 100. . .

But, if the year is divisible by 400, then it is a leap year

Not 2100, 2200, or 2300, but 2400 is.
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Why???

Julian calendar — Introduced in 46 BC by Julius Caesar
(with help) to fix problems with the older Roman calendar

It has a leap year every four years, period.

Corresponds to a year of 365.25 days
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More on the Julian calendar

But the actual length of the year is 365.2422 days.

That’s 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, 46 seconds.

Each year, you gain average of .0078 days (11 minutes).

Or 1 full day every 128 years.

By 1580, calendar was 2 weeks out of sync.

This was messing with Easter.
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Gregorian calendar

Introduced in 1582 by Pope Gregory XIII (with help).

In 1582, Thursday October 4 was followed by Friday
October 15.

Adopted by Catholic countries of Europe soon after.

Not adopted in England until 1752.

In 1752 in England, September 2 was followed by
September 14.

Last country to switch from Julian was Greece in 1923.

Eastern Orthodox Christmas – Jan. 7 (still on Julian
calendar).
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Still not perfect

Julian: 365.25 days/year

Gregorian:

Every 4 years: 365.25

Not every 100: − .01

Yes every 400: + .0025

--------

365.2425 days/year

But the actual length is more like 365.2422.

Off by about 26 seconds each year.

One fix: years divisible by 4000 aren’t leap years →
365.24225.

Another: If year mod 900 is 200 or 600 then it’s a leap year
→ 364.2422.
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This is where things get complicated



Things we think we know but don’t

What is a day?

What is a second?

How long is a day?



What is a day?

One full rotation of the earth.

How to measure it?

Solar day: Put a vertical pole in ground. Solar noon is
when shadow is perfectly north/south. Time between one
solar noon and the next solar noon is one solar day.

Problems:

Depends on where on earth you are
Depends on the time of year, varying by nearly 50 seconds
because earth’s orbit is an ellipse, not a circle
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Other definitions

Sidereal day: Measure day by earth’s rotation relative to stars.

Tropical day - Measure day as a fraction of the tropical year, the
time it takes from one vernal equinox to next. (Vernal equinox is
when the sun crosses the celestial equator, heading north.)

Even these are complicated by something called precession of
equinoxes (earth wobbles over 1000s of years like a spinning top
in its orbit)
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It took several tries to get things right

From Wikipedia:



An atomic clock



But there’s a problem

Tidal friction with the moon is slowing the earth down.

Tidal records in ancient rocks show 620 million years ago
day was 21 hours long.

In another billion years, one day will be 45 days long,
which will also be the length of the month.
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So what?

Current rate of increase in day length is about 1.4
milliseconds per century.

This accumulates to the point that the atomic clock gets
close to a second out of sync with astronomical time every
couple of years.

To fix this, we have leap seconds.

Last one was this past June 30. Before that was June 30,
2012.
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But really, who cares?

The 2012 leap second crashed Reddit, caused long delays
for Qantas airlines, and messed up some other systems.

It was due to a bug in the Linux kernel that ended up
putting some systems into an infinite loop.

This year’s came midweek, while financial markets in some
parts of the world were open.

There were some minor internet glitches this time.

Leap seconds also mess up navigation and communication
systems.

They can also mess up unpatched software.

Without leap seconds, after several centuries those seconds
will add up to minutes and eventually hours.
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Other factors affect the earth’s rotation

Changes in pressure and winds

Post-glacial rebound

2004 earthquake

These affect Earth’s moment of inertia (like a spinning
skater who puts her arms in to speed up and out to slow
down).

There is also something called core-mantle coupling.

All of these mean that leap seconds are needed irregularly.
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Date of Easter

C = century (1900’s → C = 19)

Y = year (all four digits)

m = (15 + C − bC4 c − b
8C+13

25 c) mod 30

n = (4 + C − bC4 c) mod 7

a = Y mod 4

b = Y mod 7

c = Y mod 19

d = (19c + m) mod 30

e = (2a + 4b + 6d + n) mod 7

Easter is either March (22 + d + e) or April (d + e− 9). There is an
exception if d = 29 and e = 6. In this case, Easter falls one week
earlier on April 19. There is another exception if d = 28, e = 6, and
m = 2, 5, 10, 13, 16, 21, 24, or 39. In this case, Easter falls one week
earlier on April 18.



Day of the week calculations

First, memorize this table of month codes:

Jan 6 Jul 5
Feb 2 Aug 1
Mar 2 Sep 4
Apr 5 Oct 6
May 0 Nov 2
Jun 3 Dec 4

Note: Jan is 5 and Feb is 1 in leap years

Year codes: 2015 is 4, 2016 is 6

Then compute

(day + month code + year code) mod 7

Result of 0 means Sunday, 1 means Monday, etc.



Examples

Jan 6 Jul 5
Feb 2 Aug 1
Mar 2 Sep 4
Apr 5 Oct 6
May 0 Nov 2
Jun 3 Dec 4

Year code: 2015 is 4, 2016 is 6

(day+month code+year code) mod 7

0=Sunday, 1=Monday, etc.

October 2, 2015
(6 + 2 + 4) mod 7 = 5 (Friday)

May 15, 2016
(0 + 15 + 6) mod 7 = 0 (Sunday)



Year code for any year

Year code = (bA/4c+ A + C) mod 7

A = Last two digits of year
Julian calendar: C = −(century number + 2)
Gregorian calendar: C = 0, 5, 3, or 1 depending on if century
number mod 4 is 0, 1, 2, or 3.

1700s C = 5
1800s C = 3
1900s C = 1
2000s C = 0

Can mod by 7 at any point to make things easier.

Example: 1997

Start with b97/4c = 24
97 mod 7 is 6
24 + 6 + 1 is 30
30 mod 7 is 2
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That’s all

Thank you.
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